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Planning Project Number: 2021-060-ZB
Written Comments & Inquiries:
We have the following concerns about Cannabis being cultivated and processed in Clearview:

1) Given the climate crisis, it is environmentally irresponsible to replace food crops with cannabis.

2) Clearview should have in place sufficient officers to enforce regulations and police cannabis growing and production operations.

3) Clearview attracts tourists and all season sports enthusiasts (for golfing, cycling, watersports, fishing, hunting, xc and downhill skiing) and new residential
property buyers. What will happen to Clearview's tax base if Clearview becomes unattractive to these people because of odours, security fencing, 24/7
lighting, draining of wells, a degradation of the ecosystem and more crime?

For 30 years we have owned and resided on a 24.7 acre property (designated Managed Forest) on Concession 6 South. A rainbow trout spawning river, the
Batteaux, runs through our property. We are bordered by about 268 acres of agricultural land on the south, west and north. If the surrounding agricultural
property was allowed to cultivate, produce or process cannabis, the proposed bylaw would not protect me from

a) a loss of safety as we would be surrounded on three sides by security fencing and my property would be the illegal 3 way access to the cannabis facility,

b) constant odour as most winds blow from the north, west or south,

c) toxic runoff,

d) draining of our well, our water source (we not on municipal water)

e) constant light in an area which now has little light pollution

f) reduced property value

g) increased truck traffic noise

h) insufficient hydro supply-- who will pay to upgrade the hydro from rural to industrial?
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I respectfully provide the following comments regarding the draft by-law:

DEFINITIONS

GREENHOUSE:

Means a building having metal, wood or similar framing enclosed with glass walls used for the cultivation, drying or processing of plants and designed such
that the building can be ventilated to the open air.

Comment: To eliminate the potential for nuisance, it is strongly recommended that the Zoning By-law require the air from any cannabis greenhouse be
treated to eliminate odours, pollen, and dust prior to venting. It is also recommended that this term be changed to Cannabis Greenhouse to distinguish it
from other greenhouse uses.

SENSATIVE LAND USES:

Means residential uses, parks, community centres, day care centres, medical facilities, churches and schools.

Comment: Sensitive is misspelled.

POLICIES

2.36.2 Lot coverage provisions:

a) Maximum 10% on a lot 10 hectares or less

b) Maximum 5% on a lot over 10 hectares

Comment: The definition of Lot Coverage in Clearview's Zoning By-law is "…the percentage of the lot covered by all buildings, structures or other items…" It
is unclear what this proposed maximum lot coverage provision would include in regards to cannabis cultivation and production. To limit the amount of
agricultural land that is used for cannabis, it is recommended that this maximum lot coverage provision include all lands, building or structures used for the
cultivation, processing, testing, packaging, shipping and or destruction of cannabis.

2.36.3 Unless zoned an Agriculturally Related Industrial Zone that permits cannabis cultivation, all buildings and facilities associated with cultivation shall be
limited in area to a maximum of 200 square metres per lot, other than cultivation within a greenhouse.

Comment: The wording of this provision is unclear and could be interpreted to mean that only buildings and axillary structures would be limited to 200 square
metres per lot. If the purpose of this provision is to allow only micro-cultivation operations on lands not zoned Agriculturally Related Industrial, then it is
recommended the defined term Cannabis Cultivation is used instead of "all buildings and facilities associated with cultivation".

It is strongly recommended that only 1 micro-cultivation operation to a maximum of 200 square metres be permitted per lot. Academic research and literature
have documented the significant impacts of cannabis cultivation on the local environment. Specifically, a proliferation of cannabis cultivation results in the
loss of environmental features of ecological importance and agricultural land. The high quantities of water required by cannabis production contribute to
surface water and groundwater depletion.

Unless the cultivation of cannabis within greenhouses is regulated under maximum lot coverage, this proposed provision would permit an unlimited amount of
cultivation within greenhouses on Agricultural zoned lands. We strongly recommend that all indoor growing should also be limited to a maximum of 200
square metres per lot or only be permitted in Industrial zoning or Agricultural Industrial Zoning (AGI).

2.36.4 All cultivation, associated buildings, parking areas and security fencing shall be setback a minimum distance of 300 metres to the lot line of any
sensitive land uses except where a dwelling is part of a farm and not subject to MDS, the setback shall be 300 metres to the dwelling.

Comment: "Farm" is not a defined term in the Zoning By-law. It seems that Agricultural zoning is used as an indicator of farm. However, the Zoning By-law



permits conservation use, passive recreation uses, and single-detached dwellings on Agricultural zoned lands. Odours from cannabis are a nuisance and
impact the use and enjoyment of residential, recreational, and conservation uses if the odours permeate onto any part of the property, not just to the
dwelling. It is recommended that Cannabis Cultivation, associated buildings, parking areas and security fencing, be setback a minimum distance of 300
metres from the lot line of a lot containing a residential use or zone, an institutional use or zone, a conservation use or zone, or an recreational use or zone.
Please refer to the Town of Caledon’s zoning by-law regarding setbacks for Cannabis in Agricultural and Rural Zones, which can be found through the
following link: https://www.caledon.ca/en/town-services/resources/Documents/business-pla... Please note that Caledon’s Cannabis Zoning By-law
was passed and in effect, and there were no appeals received!

2.36.12 No lighting of cannabis shall take place between the hours of 8:00 pm to 6:00 am.

Comment: It is recommended that "no lighting of cannabis" be replaced with "no lighting of Cannabis Production Facilities". It is recommended that zero (0.0)
light spill onto adjacent properties be permitted.

2.36.14 Cannabis cultivation and/or cannabis production facilities are subject to site plan control.

Comment: It is recommended that required studies include (but not limited to): Odour, Dust or other Emissions Impact Study, Illumination Study, Land Use
Compatibility/Impact Study, Environmental Impact Study, Hydrogeological Impact Study, Water Conservation Plan, Source Water Protection Plan, Traffic
Impact Study.

It is recommended that a clause be included in the Zoning By-law that requires “the adverse effects of the noise, dust, odour, light and traffic by the
proposed cannabis production facility on sensitive land uses in the area be avoided and if avoidance is not possible, minimized and appropriately mitigated,
as demonstrated by the required studies.”

It is recommended that a clause be included in the Zoning By-law that requires “sensitive surface water features and sensitive groundwater features in the
area be protected, improved or restored with consideration given the taking of water generation

It is recommended that a clause be included in the Zoning By-law that requires” the proposed setbacks, as determined by the required studies, from
sensitive land uses in the area be appropriate to avoid, and if avoidance is not possible, minimize and appropriately mitigate any adverse effects.”

Sincerely,

Faith Hughes faithehughes@gmail.com 705 447 7774

Tim Hughes timhughes@live.ca 226 868 0685

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://www.clearview.ca/node/8343/submission/1194
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